Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is to identify the right sense of ambiguous words via mining their context information. Previous studies show that classifier combination is an effective approach to enhance the performance of WSD. In this paper, we systematically review state-of-the-art methods for classifier combination based WSD, including probability-based and voting-based approaches. Furthermore, a new classifier combination based WSD, namely the probability weighted voting method with dynamic self-adaptation, is proposed in this paper. Compared with existing approaches, the new method can take into consideration both the differences of classifiers and ambiguous instances. Exhaustive experiments are performed on a real-world dataset, the results show the superiority of our method over state-of-the-art methods.
Introduction
There are many ambiguous words in human natural language, which can be interpreted with multiple senses depending on their contexts. Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is to automatically infer the right sense of ambiguous word based on its context. WSD is one of basic tasks in natural language processing (NLP), which is crucial for most NLP applications, such as machine translation, information retrieval, information extraction, content analysis, etc [1] - [3] .
From the viewpoint of machine learning, WSD is a typical classification problem. To design a WSD model is to design a classifier. Therefore, WSD can benefit from machine learning community. As observed in studies of classifiers, different models utilize different classification features and algorithms, which causes that the set of patterns misclassified by different classifiers would not necessarily overlap [4] . This means that different classifiers potentially offer complementary information each other. This observation highly motivates the interest in combining multiple classifiers to build an ensemble classifier, which would achieve better performance than individual classifier. Classifier combination is one of main directions in machine learning research [5] - [7] , which has received more and more attention and has been widely applied in WSD [8] - [15] . In international workshop on semantic evaluation (SemEval), ensemble classifiers have achieved significantly better performance than individual classifiers [16] , [17] .
In recent years, the typical works on classifier combination can be divided into probability-based method and voting-based method. The former, such as product rule and sum rule [4] , [14] , does multiplication or addition operations on the probability of each sense outputted by individual classifier to determine the final probability of each sense; then, the sense with maximum probability is selected as right sense. The latter, such as majority-voting and probability weighted voting method [8] - [10] , [12] , [13] , combines the probability of each sense outputted by individual classifier with different weighted accumulative addition algorithms; then, the sense with maximum accumulative vote is selected as right sense.
Both of probability-based method and voting-based method consider combination strategy from the viewpoint of classifiers. Once combination strategy is selected, it would process all of ambiguous instances with the same combination algorithm and would not adjust any combination parameter for different instances. This ignores the difference between ambiguous instances. Obviously, though a classifier can achieve better performance for the instances of Class A and is assigned with a higher weight on this class, it may fail to achieve the same performance on the instances of Class B. For different kinds of ambiguous instances, the weight of each classifier and combination strategy should be adjusted. In other words, when multiple classifiers are combined, the influence of difference between ambiguous instances should be considered. Aiming at the problem, Zhang et al. have proposed a weighted voting method with instance dynamic self-adaptation [13] . For each ambiguous instance, the self-confidence of each classifier is evaluated based on the probabilities of senses; based on its self-confidence, the weight of a classifier on each instance would be dynamically adjusted. Zhang's method considers combination strategy from the viewpoint of ambiguous instance, in which, the weight parameter is dynamically assigned, according to self-confidence of the classifier on an ambiguous instance.
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However, there is another deficiency in the method, that is, it completely ignores the difference between overall performances of classifiers. If a classifier's overall performance is poor, even though it shows higher self-confidence on an ambiguous instance, we still should not assign a higher weight to it.
After comparing the differences of existing combination methods, aiming at their deficiencies, the paper presents a novel method to combine classifiers for WSD, that is, the probability weighted voting method with dynamic selfadaptation. Our method takes into account both of the differences between overall performances of classifiers and the differences between ambiguous instances. On coarsegrained English all-words task in SemEval [18] , recall of the presented method achieves 83.08%, which is the best performance in all of classifier combination methods.
The contributions of this paper are twofold: a detailed empirical comparison of classifier combination based WSD is reviewed and implemented on the same standard evaluation dataset; furthermore, a novel classifier combination based WSD, that is probability weighted voting method with dynamic self-adaptation, is put forward. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces some related works on classifier combination. Section 3 compares the existing state-of-the-art combination methods. Aiming at the deficiency of existing methods, the Probability Weighted Voting method with Dynamic self-Adaptation (PWVDA) is proposed in Sect. 4. The detailed comparison experiments are shown in Sect. 5, which are carried out on fine-grained and coarse-grained levels respectively. At last, the conclusion and future work are described.
Related Works
With the development of ensemble learning in the field of machine learning, classifier combination has been widely applied in WSD. Related works about classifier combination are introduced in this section.
According to the similarity and difference between base classifiers, the strategies for classifier combination can be divided into homogeneous and heterogeneous combination. Homogeneous combination utilizes the same kind of base classifiers with different parameters or features to disambiguate instances many times and combines their results. Quan et al. presented a WSD method based on multiclassifier combination with AdaBoost [15] . Firstly, multiple Bayesian classifiers were built, which were trained and updated by labeled and unlabeled examples; then, the sense of ambiguous words were chosen by combining the decisions of classifiers. Wang et al. presented a classifier combination method based on trajectory [19] . Firstly, a series of Bayesian classifiers were constructed with different context windows, which performed sense selection for training and test instances; thus, a sense selection trajectory were created along the sequence of context windows for each instance; then, the trajectories were utilized to make final sense selection with KNN method. Pedersen et al. presented a simple approach to build ensemble classifier with multiple Bayesian classifiers for WSD [20] . The methods of Quan [15] , Wang [19] and Pedersen [20] utilize the same kind of base classifiers to construct ensemble classifier, which belong to homogeneous combination strategy. In contrast, heterogeneous combination utilizes different kinds of base classifiers to build ensemble classifier. Florian et al. selected Bayesian, cosine, decision list, transformation-based learning classifiers as base classifiers, then combined them with probabilitybased voting, confidence-based combination, performancebased combination [8] . Wu et al. utilized product rule and sum rule to combine multiple classifiers, such as support vector machine, naive Bayes, decision trees [14] . According to related literatures [8] - [10] , [13] , [14] , [17] , heterogeneous combination is more prevalent than homogeneous combination in the field of classifier combination.
According to the difference between data objects processed by combination methods, the strategies for classifier combination can be divided into probability-based and voting-based combination. Probability-based combination originates from Kittler's work [4] . Kittler et al. developed a common theoretical framework for classifier combination, which derived two basic schemes: product rule and sum rule. Based on the basic schemes, max rule, min rule and average rule were proposed [4] . Wu et al. applied Kittler's theoretical framework to WSD on Chinese, who made a systematic comparison on nine kinds of combination strategies [14] . Le et al. further proposed the combination method based on Dempster's rule and weighted averaging operators [21] . Voting-based combination originates from Kilgarriff's work [17] . Kilgarriff et al. utilized voting schemes to combine the participating systems in SensEval-1, which achieved 66.2% error reduction. Florian et al. proposed enhanced count-based voting, which combined countbased voting and probability mixture model; besides, they proposed confidence-based and performance-based combination [8] . Zhang et al. proposed weighted voting scheme with instance dynamic self-adaptation, which considered the performance of each classifier on special instance to assign its individual weight [13] .
Most of the existing works consider combination strategy from the viewpoint of classifiers, which try to assign a uniform weight for each classifier to process all of ambiguous instances. This neglects the performance difference of each classifier on various instances [22] . Zhang et al. considered combination strategy from the viewpoint of instances, which assigned different weight to each classifier, according to its probability on each instance [13] . This neglects the difference of overall performance of each classifier.
In this paper, we review the existing classifier combination methods on WSD. Obviously, none of the existing works considers combination strategy from the viewpoint of both of classifiers and instances at the same time. There is still much room to improve the performance of classifier combination. In order to overcome the drawback, we propose classifier combination WSD based on probabil-ity weighted voting method with dynamic self-adaptation. The detailed comparison shows that our method can surpass state-of-the-art combination methods.
Classical Classifier Combination Methods
In order to compare with all kinds of combination methods, we firstly review the state-of-the-art methods for cclassifier combination in this section.
For sake of illustration, the following symbols are defined. n senses of the ambiguous word w are denoted as s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s n ; m base classifiers are denoted as c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c m ; the prior probability of s i is denoted as P(s i ); the posteriori probability of s i given by c j is denoted as P(s i |c j ).
Probability-Based Methods
Kittler et al. have proposed the common theoretical framework based on probability, which combines classifiers by sum rule or product rule [4] . Based on Bayes theory, the right sense of ambiguous word w is judged with Eq. (1), which can be rewritten as Eq. (2).
Product Rule (PR)
Assuming that the classifiers are conditionally independent, we can obtain the product rule from Eq. (2), which is represented as Eq. (3).
Sum Rule
Assuming that the posterior probability P(s i |c j ) is similar with the prior probability P(s i ), that is, P(s i |c j ) = P(s i )(1 + δ i j ) and δ i j 1, we can obtain the sum rule by substituting P(s i |c j ) into product rule, as Eq. (4).
The sum rule can be approximated with the following inequality, that is,
According to the inequality, we can obtain max, min and average rules from sum rule.
(1) Max Rule (Max)
3.2 Voting-Based Methods
Majority Voting (MV)
Majority voting method is the simplest method to combine multiple classifiers. According to the probability of each sense outputted by base classifier, the sense with highest probability will receive a vote; then, the total votes of each sense are counted, the sense with maximum votes is selected as right sense. The method can be represented with Eq. (8) .
In which, Δ (s i ,c j ) is the vote value of the sense s i given by the classifier c j , which can be obtained with Eq. (9).
Rank-Based Voting (RBV)
Majority voting method only utilizes vote result of each classifier, which neglects the order information of sense probability. Rank-based voting method sorts the probabilities of senses on descending order. Each sense will receive a vote value, which is inversely proportional to its order. Then, the total votes of each sense are added up and the sense with maximum votes is selected as right sense. Rank-based voting method can be represented as Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) .
In which, rank (s i ,c j ) is the descending order of the sense s i given by the classifier c j .
Result Weighted Voting (RWV)
Majority and rank-based voting methods accumulate the votes of each classifier, which neglect their performance differences. The vote weight of each classifier is thought as same. This is not consistent with real situation. Aiming at the problem, result weighted voting method introduces weight regulating parameter into majority voting method, which is shown as Eq. (12) .
In which,the definition of Δ (s i ,c j ) is same with Eq. (9), μ j is weight regulating parameter of the classifer c j .
Probability Weighted Voting (PWV)
Majority voting, result weighted voting and rank-based voting methods utilize the simplified binary vote result or the sorting order as data objects to combine multiple classifiers. In contrast, probability weighted voting method directly utilizes the posterior probability of each sense given by base classifier as data object and considers the performance weight of each classifier, which can be represented as Eq. (13).
In which, μ j is weight regulating parameter of the classifier c j .
3.3 Weighted Voting with Instance Dynamic SelfAdaptation (WVIDA)
Probability-based and voting-based methods consider combination strategy from the viewpoint of classifiers. All of ambiguous instances would be processed with same weight parameter of the classifier. They neglects performance difference of a classifier on a specific instance. Aiming at the deficiency, Zhang et al. have proposed weighted voting with instance dynamic self-adaptation [13] . The method can be represented as Eq. (14) .
In which,
Equation (16) is the regulating threshold, which can be seen as the average of posterior probability of each sense given by the classifier c j . Equation (15) explains that the weighted factor β j of the classifier c j on the sense s i is set based on the self-confidence of c j . If P(s i |c j ) is not smaller than λ j , this means that the classifier c j has more confidence to select s i as right sense, therefore, the weighted factor β j would be set as larger value 0.7; otherwise, c j is not confident in s i , therefore, β j would be set as smaller value 0.3.
Probability Weighted Voting with Dynamic SelfAdaptation (PWVDA)
Both probability-based and voting-based methods consider combination strategy from the viewpoint of classifiers. Once combination strategy is selected, it would process all of ambiguous instances with same algorithm and weight parameters of classifier. This fails to reflect the difference between ambiguous instances. For different instances, the weight of each classifier and combination strategy should be adjusted. That is to say, in multi-classifier combination, the influence of difference between ambiguous instances should be considered. Though WVIDA has been proposed to solve the problem, it considers combination strategy from the viewpoint of ambiguous instance. WVIDA dynamically adjusts weighted factor according to the self-confidence of a classifier on each sense of ambiguous instance. This fully considers individual difference of a classifier on a specific instance. However, this neglects the difference of overall performances of classifiers. That is to say, if the overall performance of a classifier is worse, though the classifier shows higher self-confidence on a sense, its weighted factor on the sense should not be set as a larger value.
For a perfect combination method, both the overall differences of classifier performances and the individual differences of ambiguous instances should be considered. For this purpose, we propose Probability Weighted Voting method with Dynamic self-Adaptation (PWVDA), which combines the advantages of probability weighted voting method and weighted voting method with instance dynamic self-adaptation. This can give consideration to both overall difference of classifier performance and individual difference of ambiguous instance. The method can be represented with Eq. (17) .
In Eq. (17), μ j and β j are the regulating parameters of overall performance of base classifier and individual selfconfidence on specific ambiguous instance. In Eq. (18), α and δ are regulating parameters of self-confidence of individual classifier on current ambiguous instance; the definition of λ j is same with Eq. (16).
Experiments

Dataset and Evaluation Criteria
The evaluation dataset is Task#07 (Coarse-grained English All-Words Task) in SemEval-2007, which is a popular and common dataset in WSD field. The dataset consists of 5377 words of running text from five different documents. There are 2269 target ambiguous words in the dataset, which includes 1108 nouns, 591 verbs, 362 adjectives and 208 adverbs. The average polysemy of the dataset with coarsegrained sense inventory is 3.06 and its pairwise agreement is 93.80% [18] .
In order to compare with the related works [18] , [23] - [26] , recall is selected as evaluation criteria. In WSD field, recall is defined as follows [1] : If A is the total number of instances that need to be disambiguated, B is the number of instances that are disambiguated correctly, then the recall R can be computed with R = B/A. In our experiment, each classifier is required to assign a sense for every instance. This means that coverage is 100%, recall is equal with precision and F 1 , so we only use recall as evaluation criteria to compare different classifiers.
Experiments on Base Classifier
In previous works, we have developed three WSD methods, which are similarity-based WSD with syntactic parsing [27] , WSD based on dependency fitness [28] , graph-based WSD with domain knowledge [29] . Based on the methods, three base classifiers (BaseClassifier 1, 2 and 3) are built. Their experimental effectiveness and analysis are introduced in this section.
BaseClassifier1 selects right sense based on its similarity with feature words, which are selected with syntactic parsing [27] . BaseClassifier2 selects right sense according to its dependency fitness, which is measured based on the fitness of sense representative words on dependency constraint set [28] . BaseClassifier3 selects right sense based on knowledge graph [29] . The effectiveness comparison of the three base classifiers is shown in Fig. 1 .
As is shown in Fig. 1 , from the column of "All", we can compare the overall performances of three classifiers. BaseClassifier3 is the best, BaseClassifier1 is in the second place and BaseClassifier2 is worse. The recalls of them are better than 70%. The performance of them on each document and POS are different greatly. Besides, their principles are different in nature. These mean that they can meet the basic requirements of base classifier in multi-classifier combination [13] , [14] .
Experiments on Combination Method and Its Discussion
With different methods in Sects. 3 and 4, the base classifiers are combined respectively. The effectiveness of combination methods are compared in detail in this section.
Parameters Setting
As is introduced in Sects. 3 and 4, RWV, WV, WVIDA and PWVDA need to set a series of weight parameters. Genetic algorithm is utilized to optimize the parameters. Genetic algorithm is a search heuristic algorithm that mimics the process of natural selection, which generates solutions to optimization problems with techniques inspired by natural evolution, such as inheritance, mutation, selection and crossover. In the experiments, f (α) = 1 − Recall is set as fitness function, whose input variables are set as the weight parameters that need to be optimized.
Effectiveness Comparison on Coarse-Grained and Fine-Grained Senses
The senses in WordNet are fine-grained, whose fine granularity of sense inventories is thought as one of the major obstacles to high-performance WSD [18] . Besides finegrained senses, the dataset of Task#07 provides the coarsegrained sense inventories. Therefore, the combination experiments can be done on coarse-grained and fine-grained levels respectively. Obviously, the difference of sense levels can directly affect the result of combination classifiers. In the paper, the combination experiments are done on finegrained and coarse-grained levels respectively, their overall performances are compared in Fig. 2 . As is shown in Fig. 2 , the following conclusions can be drawn.
• When the performances of base classifiers and combination methods are compared, it is clear that all combination methods are superior to base classifiers, except that Max method with fine-grained sense is inferior to BaseClassifier1 and BaseClassifier3. This means that it is feasible to improve the effectiveness of WSD with classifier combination methods. Besides, the incogitant combination method may hurt the performance of WSD.
• Except for majority voting (MV), the performance of each combination method on coarse-grained level is superior to that on fine-grained level. The over-fine granularity has been criticized by researchers [18] , [23] .
To merge the senses moderately is helpful to improve WSD. The combination on coarse-grained level not only takes the coarse-grained sense as the criterion of result evaluation, but also takes the posterior probability of coarse-grained sense as the basis of combination. For combination methods, these provide favorable conditions to obtain better performance on coarse-grained sense level.
• For the probability-based methods (PR, Max, Min, Average), their performances on fine-grained and coarsegrained sense levels are consistent, that is, Average method is best, PR follows, Min and Max are worst.
• For the voting-based methods (MV, RBV, RWV, PWV), on fine-grained sense level, MV and RWV are superior to PWV, RBV is worse. However, on coarsegrained sense level, the performances of MV, RBV, RWV and PWV are improved in turn. MV utilizes the vote value of each classifier, RBV utilizes the order information of sense posterior probability, RWV utilizes the vote value and weight of each classifier, PWV utilizes the posterior probability of each sense and the weight of each classifier. Theoretically, the more detailed posterior probability of each sense given by base classifier is utilized, the better performance of WSD should be achieved. From the viewpoint of coarsegrained sense level, the performances of four methods are improved one by one, which are consistent with the theoretical analysis. However, their performances fail to keep the consistence with theoretical analysis on fine-grained sense level. This may be caused by the negative effect of over-fine granularity of sense inventory, which makes RBV and PWV fail to transfer their votes to the right sense.
• For PWV, WVIDA and PWVDA, PWVDA proposed in the paper is the best and most stable method, which achieves the best performance on fine-grained sense level as well as on coarse-grained sense level. PWV and WVIDA respectively achieve the second performance on fine-grained and coarse-grained levels. PWV considers the combination of multiple classifiers from the viewpoint of classifiers, WVIDA considers the combination from the viewpoint of ambiguous instance. However, PWVDA combines the advantages of PWV and WVIDA, which considers both of the difference of classifiers' overall performance and the difference of ambiguous instances. The comprehensive consideration gives PWVDA the chance to beat PWV and WVIDA.
• Among all of combination methods, no matter whether on fine-grained or coarse-grained sense level, it is apparently that PWVDA proposed in the paper has achieved the best effectiveness. This outstanding performance demonstrates that it is right to improve multi- classifier combination from both the viewpoint of the difference between classifiers' overall performance and that of the difference between ambiguous instances.
As is shown in Fig. 2 , among the four probability-based methods, Average achieves the best performance. Among the four voting-based methods, PWV is the best. The combination effectiveness on coarse-grained sense level is superior to that on fine-grained sense level. Therefore, in the following experiences, we select Average and PWV as the representative methods of probability-based and votingbased methods respectively, compare them with WVIDA and PWVDA on coarse-grained sense level.
Effectiveness Comparison on Different Parts of Speech (POS) and Documents
The recall of three base classifiers, Average, PWV, WVIDA and PWVDA are compared on POS and documents respectively, as are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . As is shown in Fig. 3 , the following conclusions can be drawn.
• Among the three base classifiers, BaseClassifier1 achieves a moderate performance on each POS, BaseClassifier2 is the best on verb, adjective and adverb, BaseClassifier3 is the best on noun. WSD based on dependency fitness (BaseClassifier2) is good at adjective and adverb, whose effectiveness is obviously better than the other classifiers. Compared with noun and verb, adjective and adverb are more suited with dependency fitness [28] . Graph-based WSD with domain knowledge (BaseClassifier3) utilizes BabelNet [30] as knowledge base. BableNet contains abundant semantic relations, especially among nouns. This may be the reason that BaseClassifier3 achieves the best performance on noun. Because verb is difficult to disambiguate, the three base classifiers' performance on verb is obviously worse than on the others.
• When the four combination methods and the three base classifiers are compared, it is clear that the WSD effectiveness on each POS has been improved by combination methods, especially on verb.
• For combination methods, PWVDA proposed in the paper has achieved the best performance on each POS. The performances of four combination methods on each POS are consistent, which are best on noun, follows on adverb and adjective, and are worst on verb.
As is shown in Fig. 4 , the following conclusions can be drawn.
• For the three base classifiers, BaseClassifier1 is the best on D002 and D003, BaseClassifier2 is the best on D001 and D005, BaseClassifier3 is the best on D004.
• When the four combination methods and the three base classifiers are compared, it is clear that WSD effectiveness on each document has been improved greatly.
• For combination methods, Except for D004, PWVDA proposed in the paper has achieved the best performance on the other four documents. The performances of four combination methods on each document are consistent, which are best on D004 and D001, follows on D002 and D003, and are worst on D005.
Comparison with Related Works
In order to further evaluate the performance of PWVDA proposed in the paper, related works with unsupervised and knowledge-based methods on the same dataset (SemEval Task#07) are compared, as is shown in Fig. 5 . The related works include MFS, TreeMatch [23] , TKB-UO [25] , SUSSX-FR [26] , TreeMatchEnsemble [24] , which are introduced briefly as follows.
• MFS. According to the frequency information in WordNet, the method selects the most common sense as the right sense, which is often as a baseline. Because there is a strong sense skew in a language, MFS is difficult to surpass.
• TreeMatch. The method is based on the fitness of dependency trees. The dependency trees of sense gloss and ambiguous sentence are compared and the sense with the most similarity is selected as right sense.
• TKB-UO. The method is an unsupervised WSD method based on clustering.
• SUSSX-FR. The method is an unsupervised WSD method based on automatically acquired predominant senses.
• TreeMatchEnsemble. The method is a multi-classifier combination method, which combines TreeMatch, Lesk [31] and MFS. If the decision of TreeMatch and Lesk is consistent, their decision is selected as right sense; otherwise, MFS is selected.
As is shown in Fig. 5 , the following conclusions can be drawn.
• All individual classifiers, that is TreeMatch, TKB-UO, SUSSX-FX, BaseClassifier1, BaseClassifier2 and BaseClassifier3, fail to surpass MFS. For unsupervised and knowledge-based methods, MFS is still a strong baseline which is difficult to surpass.
• The three base classifiers proposed by us are better than the other individual classifiers, that is, TreeMatch, TKB-UO and SUSSX-FR. In related works, TreeMatch is the best method among unsupervised and knowledge-based methods. This demonstrates the superiority of the three base classifiers proposed by us [27] - [29] .
• For the combination methods, PWVDA proposed in the paper is superior to TreeMatchEnsemble (TME). When TME combines different classifiers, if its two base classifiers fail to get consistent result, it would take MFS as right sense. It is clear that TME depends on MFS excessively, that is the frequency information in WordNet. In contrast, PWVDA fully depends on the base classifiers. It considers the combination strategy from the difference between classifiers' overall performance and the difference between ambiguous instances. This comprehensive consideration makes PWVDA more effective than the other combination methods.
Conclusion and Future Work
In the paper, we systematically investigate classifier combination based WSD methods, including probability-based and voting-based approaches. Aiming at the deficiency of existing methods, a novel classifier combination based WSD, that is probability weighted voting method with dynamic self-adaptation, is proposed. Our method considers both of the difference between overall performances of classifiers and the difference between ambiguous instances. On coarse-grained English all-words task in SemEval, our method has shown the superiority over state-of-the-art methods. A series of classifier combination methods are compared on the same dataset, which can provide an effective reference for related research works.
In the future, we will conduct further research to improve our work. Firstly, we will try to optimize the parameters by analyzing the sense distribution, as there is a strong sense-skew in a language. Secondly, we will try to apply our classifier combination method on other applications to verify its effectiveness.
